CORPORATE OFFERS
2019
OUR PROPERTIES
MAJOR CREATORS, MAJOR PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF HUMOUR

BOUFFONS MTL
• **THE 36TH EDITION OF THE JUST LAUGHS FESTIVAL, FROM LAST 14 TO 28 JULY, ATTRACTED CLOSE TO 1.2 MILLION OF FESTIVAL GOER.**

• **SUCCES IN THEATER WAS MORE THAN IT WAS EXPECTED. IN ADDITION TO THE GALAS REVOLVED WITH A FORMULA "WHITE CARD", EVERYONE HAVE ENJOYED SEVERAL OTHER SHOWS OF HUMORISTS, THE GREAT CLASSIC THE CHORISTS, AND THE CONTAGIOUS ENERGY OF THE FAME MUSICAL COMEDY!**

• **ON THE OTHER SIDE, MORE THAN 74 SHOWS AND GALAS HAVE BEEN RECORDED AND BROADCAST FOR A TOTAL OF 185 WEB, TV AND MOBILE EPISODES IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH ON NETFLIX, AMAZON PRIME, COMEDY NETWORK, CBC, CW, LOL, LIONSGATE, BELL, RADIO-CANADA, TOU.TV.**
CORPORATE EXPERIENCES FOR THE GALAS

FROM JULY 24TH TO 27TH

✈️ 17H* - WELCOMING COCKTAIL AT PIANO NOBILE AT PLACE DES ARTS
✈️ 17H30* - COCKTAIL DINNER, CULINARY STATIONS WITH WINE PAIRING
✈️ HUMORISTIC ANIMATION
✈️ 19H30* - PRIVILEGED ENTRY AND RESERVED SEATS FOR THE SELECTED SHOW
✈️ 20H* – SHOW STARTS
✈️ POSSIBILITY OF MEET N’ GREET
✈️ RESERVED PARKING
✈️ SUBJECT TO CHANGE

240$ + tx

PRICE OF THE TICKET OF YOUR CHOICE

LIVE A NEW EXPERIENCE JUSTE FOR **FUN**

MARIA BAMFORD

WILLIAM H. MACY

TIFFANY HADDISH

GALAS 2018

HOWIE MENDEL
CONTROVERSIAL, BELIEF-CHALLENGING AND THOUGHT-PROVOKING, JIM JEFFERIES IS ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR AND RESPECTED COMEDIANS OF HIS GENERATION, AND IS HOSTING TWO MULTI-COMIC GALAS AT JUST FOR LAUGHS THIS SUMMER.

RECENTLY NAMED ONE OF THE TOP 5 TOURING COMEDIANS IN THE WORLD, AND FRESH OFF THREE NETFLIX COMEDY SPECIALS (FREEDUMB, JIM JEFFERIES: BARE, JIM JEFFERIES: THIS IS ME NOW) AND TWO CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED SEASONS OF HIS EPONYMOUS COMEDY CENTRAL SERIES, THE JIM JEFFERIES SHOW, 2019 SEES THE ICONIC VOICE OF LATE NIGHT TAKE TO THE STAGE IN MONTREAL THIS JULY, ACCOMPANIED BY A LINEUP OF COMEDIANS FROM ACROSS THE GLOBE.
GET **10%** ON PASSEPORT WHEN YOU BUY MORE THAN 10!
Ask for a promotional code

PASSEPORTS

2-SHOW PASS
- Your choice of 2 JFL or OFF-JFL Shows
- **ONE FREE TICKET** every day from July 24 to July 27**
- Presale access to JFL Special events and concerts
- **SAVE UP TO $70.00***

3-SHOW PASS
- Your choice of 3 JFL or OFF-JFL Shows
- **ONE FREE TICKET** every day from July 24 to July 27**
- Presale access to JFL Special events and concerts
- **SAVE UP TO $110.00***

5-SHOW PASS
- Your choice of 5 JFL or OFF-JFL Shows
- **ONE FREE TICKET** every day from July 24 to July 27**
- Presale access to JFL Special events and concerts
- **SAVE UP TO $170.00***
**FESTIVAL JUST FOR LAUGHS SHOWS**

**THE NASTY SHOW** is back and will hands-down be the filthiest, most shocking and taboo shows of the festival. This humorous-yet-raw comedy show pushes the boundaries and encourages audiences to check their political correctness at the door... Let go and laugh! Prepare yourself for a night of kill-or-be-killed comedy featuring some of comedy’s dirtiest minds, and see for yourself why this is one of the festival’s longest-running (and nastiest) shows.

**THE ETHNIC SHOW** is a hilarious celebration of global perspectives featuring a lineup of comedians who are as funny as they are ethnically-diverse. This cultural melting pot of comedy is as multi-cultural as Montreal! No matter who you are or where you’re from there’s something for everyone. Don’t miss this rainbow coalition of comedians as they poke fun at traditions, customs and cultures in the most hysterical ways.

**LIVE A NEW EXPERIENCE**

**JUSTE FOR FUN**
THANK YOU!

WE ALSO OFFER A CUSTOM PACKAGE CREATION SERVICE ACCORDING TO YOUR DESIRE

FOR INFORMATIONS/RESERVATIONS AND JUST FOR LAUGHS WITH US

MARIE-ÈVE MERCURE
SENIOR DIRECTOR, CORPORATE SALES & BRANDED CONTENT
JUSTE POUR RIRE - JUST FOR LAUGHS
514-845-3440 X2526
MEMERCURE@HAHAHA.COM

GABRIELLE CLAIR
CORPORATE SALES AND BRAND CONTENT COORDINATOR
JUSTE POUR RIRE – JUST FOR LAUGHS
514-845-3440 X2388
GCLAIR@HAHAHA.COM